Abstract-Intraoperative patient registration may significantly affect the outcome of image-guided surgery (IGS). Image-based registration approaches have several advantages over the currently dominant point-based direct contact methods and are used in some industry solutions in image-guided radiation therapy with fixed X-ray gantries. However, technical challenges including geometric calibration and computational cost have precluded their use with mobile C-arms for IGS. We propose a 2D/3D registration framework for intraoperative patient registration using a conventional mobile X-ray imager combining fiducial-based C-arm tracking and graphics processing unit (GPU)-acceleration. The two-stage framework 1) acquires X-ray images and estimates relative pose between the images using a custom-made in-image fiducial, and 2) estimates the patient pose using intensity-based 2D/3D registration. Experimental validations using a publicly available gold standard dataset, a plastic bone phantom and cadaveric specimens have been conducted. The mean target registration error (mTRE) was 0 34 0 04 mm (success rate: Index Terms-C-arm pose tracking, GPU-acceleration, imageguided surgery, intraoperative 2D/3D registration.
Intraoperative Image-based Multiview 2D/3D Registration for Image-Guided Orthopaedic Surgery: Incorporation of Fiducial-Based C-Arm Tracking and GPU-Acceleration the transformation between the coordinates of the preoperatively acquired data and the patient lying on the operating table.
Registration is one of the key elements affecting the accuracy of the IGS system since this maps digitized information to surgical reality [1] . Although point-based registration using physically contacted anatomical features is dominant in current IGS systems, an image-based 2D/3D registration approach, where intraoperative X-ray images are used to solve the registration, has several advantages. First, it does not require physical contact with the anatomical region of interest in the patient, in contrast to the conventional point-based method which requires invasive exposure and contact with large portions of target anatomy. Second, the preoperative images do not need to be segmented to isolate contact features; point-based registration requires the segmentation of the target anatomy to identify the location of anatomical landmarks or surfaces, and it usually involves manual interaction by an experienced operator, making it time consuming and subjective by nature. Third, the procedure time is reduced since the image-based approach requires the surgeon to acquire only a few X-ray images.
There are a few industry solutions (e.g., ExacTrac (BrainLAB, Heimstetten, Germany), CyberKnife Robotic Radiosurgery System (Accuray Incorporated, Sunnyvale, CA) and various implementations of 2D/3D registration [2] - [5] in the field of image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) where the goal is to verify patient position for each treatment and register the treatment plan to the patient using a room-mounted fixed X-ray gantry. However, in IGS applications, there are two major technical obstacles that preclude practical use of 2D/3D registration in a clinical routine: 1) uncertainty of extrinsic/intrinsic calibration of the X-ray imager; and 2) the expensive computational load associated with 2D/3D image registration. The former is caused by instability of mobile-type imaging devices (e.g., due to gravity-induced mechanical flex [6] ) commonly used in the operating room as compared to stable and motion-encoded imaging devices used for IGRT. The latter is due to the fact that the generation of digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRR) is computationally expensive. In this work, we hypothesized that our GPU-accelerated DRR generation algorithm can affordably decrease computation time and provide a practical solution for clinical IGS routines. This paper proposes a clinically practical framework for intraoperative image-based 2D/3D registration using a mobile C-arm 0278-0062/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE imaging device. The technical contributions of the present work include: 1) a streamlined system integration of intraoperative 2D/3D registration incorporating fiducial-based C-arm tracking and GPU-acceleration, 2) extensive experimental validation using a publicly available gold standard dataset, plastic phantom and cadavers in a clinically realistic surgical scenario, and 3) comparative analysis between different numbers of images, DRR generation algorithms, similarity measures, and optimization strategies. Notably, our approach is amenable to a time-critical clinical scenario because it does not require manual segmentation of the fiducial from 2D X-ray images and target anatomy from CT volume data.
In this paper, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed framework specifically within the context of an IGS application in femoral bone augmentation surgery, where the 2D/3D registration is used for registering the intraoperative tracker coordinate system to the preoperative CT used for bone cement injection planning [7] (Fig. 1 ).
II. RELATED WORK
The workflow of a typical DRR-based 2D/3D registration algorithm includes: generating an initial transformation estimate, creating DRR images from the 3D volume and the current estimate of the transformation, computing a similarity measure between DRRs and 2D X-ray images, and updating the current estimate to increase similarity until a convergence criterion is achieved. The Sections II-A and II-B focus on two specific areas of image-based 2D/3D registration that are relevant to the contribution of this paper: C-arm pose estimation and DRR generation.
A. C-Arm Pose Estimation
Many interventional applications, including cardiac and neuro-angiography catheter manipulations, TIPS stent surgery, and IGRT typically use fixed, room-mounted X-ray imaging systems [5] , [8] - [10] . In this case, since the device is geometrically stable, the relative pose between the acquired X-ray images can be accurately calibrated prior to the therapy.
In IGS applications using a mobile C-arm imager, however, estimation of the relative pose between multiple X-ray images is significantly more difficult than room-mounted imaging systems because of reduced mechanical stability. To avoid this difficulty, 2D/3D registration using a single image has been explored for rigid [11] - [14] and nonrigid [15] cases in IGS. However, in these cases the registration accuracy is limited in a direction perpendicular to the image plane. Because the movement of the target anatomy in that direction results in a scale change only in 2D projection, the objective function is not sensitive to translation along that axis and optimization algorithms may converge on local maxima rather than global maxima. Projection images from other viewpoints, therefore, can increase the accuracy and robustness [9] .
Previously proposed approaches to estimate the relative pose of multiple images in a mobile C-arm imager include 1) using an external tracker and 2) using an X-ray opaque fiducial marker within the field of view and imaging it together with the target anatomy. As the approach 1), optical and electromagnetic external trackers are typically used since most of IGS applications require continuous tool tracking in any case [16] , [17] . Accuracy, however, remains an issue as the C-arm movement is relatively large compared to the center of the calibrated tracking volume (typically 1.0-1.2 m radius) and/or limited line of sight may impose frequent equipment adjustments. As the approach 2), several authors (e.g., [18] - [20] ) have considered specially designed fiducial structures for estimating C-arm pose from intraoperative X-ray images. At Johns Hopkins University, Taylor et al. [18] developed a corkscrew-like fiducial mounted around the shaft of a surgical instrument, and Jain [19] , [20] subsequently developed a mathematically optimized fiducial marker (FTRAC) consisting of ellipses, lines and points. The 6DOF pose of the C-arm imager with respect to the fiducial is computed from the X-ray image of fiducial features (beads and wires) and its known geometry. The relative pose between images can be derived from the per-image pose estimation result.
In this paper we employ a fiducial based approach based on the FTRAC and extend the previously proposed estimation algorithm [19] so that it works robustly without the feature segmentation process.
B. DRR Generation
Generation of a DRR from a CT volume is a computationally expensive process, and the computation time associated with DRR generation has been the main limiting factor that precludes routine clinical use of intensity-based 2D/3D registration. Some have used a precomputed set of parameters in a certain data structure, such as an attenuation field [21] , [22] , Transgraph [23] or gradient vectors [24] , [25] to enhance DRR generation. There is a body of recent work using GPU processors to improve the efficiency of 2D/3D registration. Ruijters et al. [26] tried to improve precision of the summation process using a high precision z-buffer. Cardoso [27] used polygon-mesh formatted data and generated DRRs by modification of polygon rendering on the GPU assuming uniform intensity distribution within the polygon model. Xu et al. [28] and Yang et al. [29] used a GPU to enhance iterative reconstruction and lung tumor tracking respectively. One popular method explored mainly in the computer graphics community is ray-tracing using trilinear interpolation. The volume data that resides in the texture memory on the GPU is sampled with trilinear interpolation at a constant step length along a ray connecting the virtual X-ray source and each virtual detector element, and then the sampled voxel intensities are accumulated [30] , [31] . Several open source software packages (e.g., Plastimatch, [32] , VTK [33] ) have an implementation of DRR generation using a GPU with the simple volume rendering technique mentioned above. While this method is fast and easy to implement, the accuracy of DRR will depend on the sampling step length. Another algorithm that provides a relatively more accurate DRR is known as Siddon's ray-tracing method [34] , [35] , which computes the intersection length between the ray and each voxel element and accumulates the voxel intensities weighted by the length. We have implemented both trilinear interpolation and Siddon's method on a GPU. A contribution of this paper is the comparison of the effect of different DRR generation algorithms on the performance of 2D/3D registration. Siddon's ray-tracing algorithm as described in detail in Section III-D) is used as the ground truth. At the moment, none of the existing open source packages have implemented Siddon's algorithm.
III. METHODS

A. Problem Definition
Given multiple projection images of an anatomical structure with a fiducial marker of known geometry, our objective is to compute the relative pose between 1) each image, and 2) the images and the anatomical structure.
B. Preoperative Calibration
Calibration of intrinsic parameters was conducted preoperatively. In this study, we used two types of C-arm imagers: an OEC9600 (GE OEC Medical Systems, Salt Lake City, UT) with a nominal 9-in X-ray image intensifier (XRII); and a prototype portable C-arm cone-beam CT (CBCT) system (Siemens Medical Solutions, Germany) equipped with a flat-panel detector [36] . Different intrinsic calibration methods were employed for each C-arm. In the C-arm with XRII, image distortion correction was conducted prior to the intrinsic parameter calibration. We followed Sadowsky's [37] , [38] method using a custom-designed two-plane calibration phantom. The calibration phantom was fixed to the C-arm detector and an X-ray image was acquired. A uniformly distributed grid of 1 mm metallic ball bearings on one plane of the calibration phantom was segmented in the image and Bernstein polynomials were fit to the segmented BBs in order to estimate the distortion pattern. The focal length and principal point were estimated using square features on both planes of the calibration phantom. For the flat-panel detector C-arm, we employed a calibration method proposed in [29] using a phantom with BBs aligned in a helix. A distortion correction step was not necessary for the flat-panel C-arm because the distortion is known to be negligible compared to XRII [39] . 
C. Registration Workflow
The following describes the workflow for registration ( Fig. 2) : the X-ray images and DRR generated from CT image are compared using a similarity measure and the pose of the CT image that gives a maximum similarity measure is determined through an optimization step. The proposed registration framework involves: 1) estimation of relative pose between X-ray images using the custom-made fiducial; 2) preprocessing of the preoperative CT data and X-ray images; 3) determination of an initial guess on the relative pose between X-ray images and CT data for the optimization; 4) DRR generation; 5) computation of an objective function; and 6) optimization. We describe each step in Sections III-CI-III-C-VI.
1) C-Arm Pose Estimation:
The custom-designed hybrid fiducial used for C-arm pose estimation in this study is shown in Fig. 3 . The fiducial contains two subsystems, one that makes it visible to an optical tracking system, and another (FTRAC [20] ) that makes it visible during fluoroscopy tracking. The body of the 18 18 72 mm FTRAC is made of polycarbonate and contains nine stainless steel beads, four straight stainless steel wires and two stainless steel wires shaped elliptically. It was designed for estimating the 6DOF pose of the C-arm detector from its projection image [ Fig. 3(c) ] using the known feature geometry. We followed the intensity-based registration approach similar to Fallavollita et al. [40] , [41] which does not require the segmentation of the features. While the size of the FTRAC may affect pose estimation accuracy, we used a smaller FTRAC than Fallavollita et al. in order to satisfy the clinical need for reducing the overall size and weight of the FTRAC attached to the osteoporotic bone. In the proposed approach, the location of fournoncoplanar beads on the FTRAC is first roughly identified in the X-ray image coordinate system by using morphological filtering and thresholding. The 6DOF pose of the FTRAC is estimated using the POSIT algorithm [42] where the pose of the object with respect to the camera is estimated in an iteration loop under the assumption of scaled orthographic projection using point correspondence between the known 3D model and points in the 2D image. Then a projection image of the CAD model of the fiducial at the estimated pose [ Fig. 4(b) ] is generated and compared to the original X-ray image [ Fig. 4 (a)] using a similarity metric. The estimated pose is repeatedly updated to maximize the similarity metric using an optimization based on the Nelder-Mead Downhill Simplex Algorithm [43] to compute (1) where is the virtually projected image of the CAD model, is the acquired X-ray image and represents a similarity measure between images and . In the experiment described in Section IV, we used mutual information [44] as the similarity measure.
2) Preprocessing of the CT Data and the X-ray Images:
Preoperatively acquired diagnostic CT [represented in Hounsfield Units (HU)] was converted into a volume image represented by linear attenuation coefficients based on the following definition [45] ( 2) where is the linear attenuation coefficient of the voxel and is the coefficient of water at the X-ray energy which was used for the CT scanning. For this work, we assumed a monoenergetic X-ray to convert HU to in (2) . This assumption is commonly made in most of the reported 2D/3D registration techniques between CT and X-ray images [31] . Although the polyenegertic nature of X-rays yields several important effects on the projection images (e.g., beam hardening), CT data contains information about attenuation only at a certain X-ray energy levels, and generally there is no way to know the spectrum of the X-ray attenuation for each voxel from a CT value. X-ray projection images acquired intraoperatively were also preprocessed to get a line integral of the linear attenuation coefficient from the detector intensity. The line integral of the linear attenuation coefficient is represented as (3) where the middle term represents the integral along a line connecting the X-ray source and the detector element, is the intensity at the detector, and is the intensity of the incident beam [45] . We defined as the intensity of a pixel in the area with no object between the X-ray source and detector. Here, we assumed a point source where all X-ray beams are emitted from a point [whereas, in an actual X-ray generator, the focal point is of finite size mm ]. In the 2D/3D registration process, the line integral image of in (3) was computed from each X-ray image and the DRR was computed from the linear attenuation coefficient volume computed by (2) .
3) Initial Guess for Optimization: After estimating the relative pose between the acquired images using the fiducial, a pose of the patient anatomy was roughly approximated as an initial guess for the optimization process. The approximate pose was estimated from the surgical protocol, which usually indicates the position of the patient on the operating table (e.g., supine position, prone position, etc.) and the pose of the imager. (Alternatively, it could be determined by selecting some anatomical landmarks on the patient's skin prior to the procedure and conducting a point-based registration using those points.) 4) DRR Generation: DRR generation is one of the key components in intensity-based 2D/3D registration. Since the process is repeated typically hundreds or thousands of times during the entire optimization process, speeding up the DRR generation was of great importance. In most of the previous 2D/3D registration methods, ray-tracing with trilinear interpolation was used to generate DRRs [5] , [11] , [31] [ Fig. 5(a) ]. Trilinear interpolation computes an intensity value at each sample point in the 3D volume with a certain interval (step length) along a ray. Zollei et al. [46] attempted to reduce the computation time by sparsely sampling the rays, but the reduced image quality resulted in a less accurate registration. Spoerk et al. [47] used an efficient antialiasing method called "wobbled splatting" to approximate a higher resolution DRR with a low computational cost. In the case where a GPU is used, trilinear interpolation method is especially fast since it is conducted on the GPU hardware (rather than in software) for most of commercially available GPUs as a texture fetching process. The ray-tracing process also can be sped up by using a large step length, while the accuracy of the line integral along each ray is degraded.
In radiation therapy, mathematically more accurate methods are used to compute X-ray dose by computing radiological path length for each ray. Siddon's method [34] , [35] is one of the methods where the length of intersection between the ray and each voxel is calculated and the intensity value of the voxel is weighted by the intersection length before summation [ Fig. 5(b) ]. This approach is computationally expensive compared to the trilinear interpolation approach, but the computed line integral is more accurate. Fig. 6 shows a simple 2D example illustrating the difference in accuracy when computing the line integral using different approaches. The example assumed an X-ray source 100 mm apart from a 1D detector array (30 mm long, 1 mm per element) and an object (30 mm 10 mm) with a uniform attenuation coefficient mm . The line integral computed at each detector element by Siddon's algorithm, and by the trilinear interpolation algorithm with step lengths of 0.01 mm and 0.001 mm were compared with the analytically computed result and demonstrates that Siddon's algorithm provides less error than the trilinear interpolation algorithm even for small step lengths. Note that the slight difference between Siddon's algorithm and the analytical result comes from the limitation of numerical precision on the GPU. The computation on the GPU was carried out in single precision floating point (32 bits) whereas the analytical result was computed in double precision (64 bits).
Since both approaches have trade-offs between computational cost and the quality of the resulting DRR, we have implemented both approaches in order to determine the optimum compromise for our 2D/3D registration application.
5) Objective Function:
Mutual information (MI) [44] , normalized MI (NMI) [48] and gradient information (GI) [49] between the DRR and the X-ray image was used as the objective function in the optimization. GI was defined as (4) (5) where , are the pixel values in the fixed (X-ray) and floating (DRR) images at the pixel. The angle of the gradient vector of each pixel in each image is computed in (4) . Then the magnitudes of the gradient vector at each pixel are summed up with weight of computed from the angle [see (5) ]. In order to take into account strong gradients that appear in both images, the minimum of the gradient magnitude is selected in (5) . The derivative images were computed by convolving the image with the first derivatives of a Gaussian kernel of scale (detail of the selection of the is discussed in [50] ). As shown in Fig. 7 , this similarity measure effectively eliminates the distracting effect of external objects presented in one of the images during registration (in this case the fiducial and the fixture device of the fiducial appeared only in the fixed image). This is done by selecting the smaller gradient as described above, whereas the information theoretic similarity measures (e.g., MI, NMI) yield extra local minima distracting the optimization (see Fig. 15 in Section VI). In computation of GI, the GPU mainly enhances the convolution process in the computation of the kernel-based Gaussian derivative, which can be efficiently parallelized.
In cases involving multiple images, one issue is how to combine similarity measures computed from multiple image pairs into one objective function. Details of this issue are discussed in Section V. In this study, we employed a numerical sum approach, where the sum of the similarity measures was used as the objective function value.
6) Optimization:
Two optimization algorithms, Nelder-Mead Downhill Simplex [43] and CMA-ES [51] , [52] were implemented and compared using the experimental data in terms of evaluation criteria described below. CMA-ES is a stochastic search algorithm known for robustness and efficiency in a rugged earch landscape. The CMA-ES algorithm implemented in MATLAB by Hansen [53] was used in this study. CMA-ES was used in registration problems previously by Winter et al. [54] for CT-US registration and by Gong et al. [55] for 2D/3D registration where CMA-ES was compared with UKF-based and Simplex-based optimizers. In this paper, we compare the use of CMA-ES and Simplex-based optimization, as well as choice of objective function and DRR generation methods, using clinically realistic datasets and conduct a competitive validation on a publicly available dataset. The optimization used a coarse-to-fine multiresolution approach, where initially the fixed images were down-sampled to generate a coarse resolution image and gradually the resolution was increased. The optimization was reinitialized at each multi-resolution level. In this study, three levels of resolution were used (down-sampling factors were 4, 2, 1, respectively). Fig. 8 graphically explains the multiresolution strategy that we employed in this paper.
Each optimizer requires the user to manually tune several parameters that define the initial conditions (i.e., initial simplex size for Downhill Simplex and initial search distribution for CMA-ES) and convergence criteria.
Although there are optimization approaches using the gradient of the objective function [56] , these approaches also do not guarantee a global solution. Additionally, an analytical gradient of the GI objective function (4) and (5) is difficult to compute and numerical approximation of the derivative is computationally costly. Therefore, in this paper, we evaluated two non-gradient based approaches and focused more on the choice of objective function.
D. GPU Implementation
Computations of DRRs and similarity measures were implemented on the GPU. The optimization algorithm was coded in Matlab but included function calls to an externally compiled dynamic link library coded in C++ using CUDA v4.0 (NVIDIA Inc.). In order to minimize data transfer between CPU and GPU during the optimization, input data (2D X-ray image and CT) were transferred to GPU at the initialization step and resided in the GPU memory throughout the registration. We used texture memory for the volume data to reduce memory access latency and global memory for storing the line integral. The neighboring rays are traced in the same thread block to achieve better performance by increasing cache hits. Since the line integral was stored in a separate memory space for each ray and tracing of voxel space involves only read-access, the possibility of race conditions was not a concern.
E. Evaluation Method
In order to assess robustness and sensitivity of the proposed algorithm, we followed the method similar to that of Gendrin et al. [57] . We performed 100 registration trials using randomly selected initial guesses. The initial guesses were offsets of the known ground truth registration (described later) composed of randomly selected 6DOF registration parameters resulting in mean target registration error (mTRE) [58] from 0 to 10 mm with a step of 1 mm. Ten initial guesses were computed for each 1 mm mTRE interval. The mTRE, success rate, number of function evaluations, and computation times were used to evaluate the methods. While the mTRE is widely used in the literature, the definition of the target points differs from study to study. Some use predefined locations (e.g., fiducials, anatomical landmarks) or surface points [5] , [16] , [59] of an object, whereas others suggested a fixed set of uniformly distributed points on a grid as the target points [58] . In this study, we used target points on a grid of 1 mm interval, within a volume of 50 mm , of which the origin was located at the center of the femoral head. This is because the experiments in this study were conducted in the context of an image-guided surgery system for femoral bone augmentation, where the target anatomical structures were the femoral head and surrounding tissues.
The methods for acquiring ground truth registration are described for each experiment in Section IV. In reporting the error of 2D/3D registration using multiple images, an orthogonal, right-handed coordinate system that was fixed with respect to the first image was employed throughout this study. Registrations with a final mTRE smaller than 2.5 mm were classified as successful [5] , [20] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATION
Four sets of experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed algorithm. The experiments were designed in such a way that the complexity of the problem increased step by step. Table I summarizes the types of experiments, fixed images, floating images (one example set used in the experiment), types of C-arm detector and calibration phantom, and the method for acquiring the ground truth for the evaluation. Table II summarizes the specifications (resolution and pixel size) of the dataset used in the experiments. The Sections IV-A-IV-I detail each experiment. Specifications of the hardware used in the experiments are listed in Table III .
A. Evaluation Using Gold Standard Dataset
In order to compare our implementation with the literature, an experiment was done using a gold standard dataset published by Pawiro et al. [60] and Gendrin et al. [57] . Among several types of dataset including CT, CBCT, MR, kV/MV X-rays that are provided by the paper, we chose kV X-ray and CT datasets for our evaluation considering our IGS application scenario. The 2D/3D registration trial was repeated 250 times using the same protocol as Gendrin et al. We did not use the ROI mask that the paper suggested to use to make the algorithm more robust. Omitting this mask resulted in significant reduction of manual preprocessing on the intraoperative X-ray image. We used the trilinear interpolation method with step length of 1.5 mm to generate DRRs, GI as a similarity measure, and the CMA-ES algorithm without multiresolution approach for optimization. To do an equivalent comparison with the literature, the registration success threshold was set to 5 mm (as opposed to 2.5 mm for our other validation experiments). 
B. Plastic Phantom Experiment
The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the proposed registration framework with an ideal dataset excluding noise caused by soft tissue and pose estimation error. We mounted the hybrid fiducial on a plastic femur phantom (Fig. 9) to evaluate the feasibility of the fixation device and visibility of the fiducial in the X-ray images. A preoperative CT data (see Table II for the detail) was acquired with a diagnostic CT, Aquilion 64 (Toshiba Medical Systems, Japan). We then acquired two hundred X-ray projection images over a 180 degree orbit using the calibrated CBCT and reconstructed a 3D volume of voxels (150 mm ) from these images. The system's built-in calibration using a helix phantom as described in Section III D was used to obtain the C-arm pose for each image with respect to the CBCT volume. This was done in order to achieve an ideal evaluation condition that eliminates additional sources of error (i.e., pose estimation error, variation in intrinsic parameters for each image, unintended movement of the fiducial with respect to the bone, etc.). The registration between the preoperative CT volume and the CBCT was computed by an intensity based 3D/3D registration with mutual information as the similarity measure. We selected one to four evenly spaced images out of the 200 acquired images to evaluate the registration accuracy. Here, we used the trilinear interpolation method with step length of 1.5 mm for DRRs, GI as a similarity measure, and the CMA-ES algorithm for optimization. The optimization parameters that we used are listed in Table IV . 
C. Cadaver Experiment Using Cone Beam CT
In this experiment we used a cadaver specimen to evaluate the proposed algorithm in the presence of soft tissue. CT data was acquired preoperatively and four hundred X-ray images were acquired by the CBCT using the specifications listed in Table II . The DRR images generated using a ground truth registration based on intensity-based 3D/3D registration are shown in Table I . For a similar reason to the one described for Experiment 2, we mounted the FTRAC to evaluate feasibility of the fixation device and visibility of the fiducial features on a cadaver specimen and used the built-in CBCT calibration to achieve an ideal evaluation environment. This situation assumes relatively advanced imagers such as an advanced mobile C-arm or Zeego (Siemens, Germany) which are motorized and equipped with encoder feedback and the complete geometric calibration parameters for each image are available. We selected one to four images out of 400 acquired images in order to evaluate the effect of number of images and range of view angle on the accuracy of the registration. Similar to Experiment 2, we used the trilinear interpolation method with step length of 1.5 mm, GI, and the CMA-ES algorithm for the registration.
D. Cadaver Experiment Using Conventional C-Arm
We evaluated the proposed algorithm using the conventional and non-motorized C-arm imager using a cadaver with soft tissue. Our motivation for this experiment was the continued prevalence of XRII-based conventional C-arms in most current routine surgeries. We acquired the ground truth registration from a preoperative CT taken with the X-ray fiducial attached (Fig. 10) by applying rigid-body point-based registration [61] to the nine BBs of the fiducial. In a realistic clinical application scenario, the hybrid fiducial would be mounted only during the operation in a less invasive manner. However, in this experiment, in order to establish a highly accurate ground truth registration, the hybrid fiducial was rigidly mounted to the middle of the femur bone using a bone screw prior to the experiment. We acquired two arbitrarily selected X-ray images from different directions while attempting to achieve as broad an angular separation as possible. In a realistic surgical setting of peripheral devices, angular separation is limited due to the limitation of the range of movement of the C-arm and obstruction by the operating table. In this experiment the angular separation between the two acquired images was 31.5 . We estimated the C-arm pose with respect to the fiducial using the method described in Section III-C1. In order to evaluate the system under a clinically realistic protocol, we calibrated intrinsic C-arm parameters only once prior to the experiment and used the same parameters for all of the images used for pose estimation and registration. In this particular experiment, in order to cope with the low resolution and extremely noisy intraoperative X-ray images, we segmented the bone region in the CT data by thresholding prior to the 2D/3D registration. This experiment evaluated the proposed framework in the presence of several error sources as expected in a practical surgical scenario in a conventional operating theater, such as image distortion due to XRII, geometric calibration error coming from the fiducial-based pose estimation and pose-dependent changes of the intrinsic C-arm parameters. We used a similar approach to the previous two experiments to evaluate the accuracy of the 2D/3D registration.
E. Evaluation of Error Contribution in Each System Component
We also independently evaluated DRR generation algorithms, similarity measures, optimization strategies, and optimization algorithms to investigate their contributions to the registration error. 100 registration trials were conducted for each case following the protocol explained in Section III.
F. Comparison Between Different DRR Generation Algorithms
As we described earlier, there is a trade-off between accuracy and computational cost in DRR generation using Siddon's algorithm and the trilinear interpolation algorithm. In order to evaluate the performance of each algorithm, a series of benchmark tests was conducted. A CT volume of a plastic bone phantom was used for the benchmark. In order to test the performance under higher computational load, we used a volume (0.3 mm /voxel) instead of a cropped volume of (0.3 mm /voxel) as used in Experiment 2. In this test, DRRs computed with Siddon's algorithm were used as a ground truth and image quality of the DRRs computed by the trilinear interpolation algorithm with various step lengths was evaluated by computing their absolute difference from the ground truth and required computation time. Since both algorithms traverse every voxel along a ray, computation time of DRR depends on the length that each ray travels through the volume, which is determined by the orientation of the volume with respect to the detector. To find the trend, a series of DRR images were generated for different view directions spanning all around the volume (360 view angles on a 1 interval), and the mean computation time for 1800 images (five rotations) for various image sizes was computed. The effect of the image quality difference on the final registration error was then evaluated using data acquired in the three experiments described above. The evaluation protocol followed the one described in Section III-D. Two images were used in the registration, GI was used as a similarity measure, and the CMA-ES with multilevel strategy was used for optimization.
G. Comparison Between Similarity Measures
We conducted the same evaluation protocol for three different types of similarity measures, MI, NMI, and GI using the data acquired in the three experiments. We used two images, trilinear interpolation with 1.5 mm step length for DRR generation, and CMA-ES with multilevel strategy for optimization.
H. Effect of Coarse-to-Fine Multi Level Optimization Strategy
In order to evaluate the effect of the coarse-to-fine multilevel strategy in the optimization process, we compared the registration result with and without the strategy. We used two images, trilinear interpolation with 1.5 mm step length, GI, and CMA-ES for optimization.
I. Comparison Between Optimization Algorithms
We also compared two optimization algorithms, NelderMead Downhill Simplex [43] and CMA-ES [51] , [52] , using the same protocol and data with trilinear interpolation with 1.5 mm step length, GI, and multilevel strategy.
V. RESULTS
A. Evaluation Using Gold Standard Dataset
The results of the experiment using the gold standard dataset are summarized in Table V . The proposed method using GI as a similarity measure showed lower mean and standard deviation of mTRE than the reported result which used MI and BGR, and significantly lower registration time than reported gradient-based method (the backprojection gradient-based registration, BGB, and the reconstruction gradient-based registration, RGB). Both GI and MI in the proposed method showed lower standard deviation of mTRE than the reported results which suggests an advantage of the optimizer that we used (CMA-ES) over the one used in the literature (Powell's method). The soft tissue deformation of the jaw between CT scanning and X-ray image acquisition (see Table I ) caused the larger mTRE in MI in the proposed method, whereas GI was more robust to the deformation. 
B. Plastic Phantom Experiment
The results of the experiment using a plastic bone phantom are summarized in Table VI . Fig. 11 shows a plot representing the initial and final mTRE of each registration trial. The average mTRE using a single image showed the largest error in terms of mean and standard deviation. Thirty one percent (31%) of the trials failed when using one image. The success rate, however, was 100% when more than one image was used. The computation time increased in approximately linear proportion to the number of images. Table VI summarizes the results of the cadaveric experiment using CBCT. All registration trials failed when only one image was used. As seen in Table I , the femur bone in the image from Experiment 3 was obscured by the soft tissue. Since the images from the view close to lateral direction showed almost no contrast between the femur bone and the surrounding soft tissue, we confined our analysis to the images over approximately 90 and selected equally spaced sets of 2, 3, and 4 images (in Table VI shows the angle between consecutive images). Using 2, 3, and 4 images resulted in an average error in the range of 0.8-1.0 mm and a success rate of greater than 80%. Similar to the previous experiment, the computation time increased in proportion to the number of images.
C. Cadaver Experiment Using Cone Beam CT
D. Cadaver Experiment Using Conventional C-Arm
Results of the cadaver experiment using a conventional C-arm are summarized in Table VI . Similar to the previous cadaver experiment, single-image 2D/3D registration failed in all trials. The error with two images was 2 times larger than the previous flat-panel C-arm experiment suggesting that the error was caused by inaccuracies due to using the conventional C-arm device.
E. Evaluation of Error Contribution in Each System Component
We evaluated the effect of using different DRR generation algorithms, similarity measures, multilevel approaches, and optimization algorithms on the accuracy of the 2D/3D registration. Fig. 12 summarizes these results.
F. Comparison Between Different DRR Generation Algorithms
As shown in Fig. 12(a) , the accuracy of the registration depends on the DRR generation algorithm (S in Fig. 12(a) indicates Siddon's method, and the numbers 0.15-7.0 represent the trilinear interpolation algorithm using the indicated step length). Experiment 3 showed a clear trend of improvement of the accuracy with smaller step length. Fig. 13 shows the differences in image quality between Siddon's algorithm and the trilinear interpolation algorithm with 3 different step lengths, 0.15 mm, 1.5 mm, and 3.0 mm. From the subtraction of images (lower row), a slight difference can be seen in the 1.5 mm step length while a significant difference can be observed in the 3.0 mm step length image. Fig. 14 shows quantitative results for the same benchmark tests. The absolute difference value (thick line) clearly shows a rapid increase of quality below the 1.5 mm step length, which is 5 times larger than the edge length of a voxel, while computation time shows a plateau above 1.5 mm.
G. Comparison Between Similarity Measures
In Fig. 15 , we plotted the similarity measure values as a function of the deviation from the ground truth for each pose parameter (translation and rotation). As shown here, in a simple plastic bone experiment, all three similarity measures work desirably (i.e., smooth landscape with distinct local maxima), whereas the rugged landscape can be seen in cadaver images, likely due to the added image noise associated with the presence of soft tissue. Registration using three different similarity measures [ Fig. 12(b) ] supports the above-mentioned observation showing the trend where the registration algorithm was more robust in the plastic bone experiment than in the cadaver experiments (Experiments 3 and 4). The box plots show an apparent advantage of GI in cadaver experiments compared to MI and NMI based on the much lower mTRE.
H. Effect of Coarse-to-Fine Multi Level Optimization Strategy
The upper graph in Fig. 12(c) shows comparison between the results using the data from Experiment 3 (cadaver with flatpanel C-arm) with and without the coarse-to-fine scheme. The results of Experiments 2 and 3 showed statistically significant improvement ( , respectively) by introducing the multi level scheme. However, Experiment 4 showed statistically significant decrease of the accuracy suggesting that on noisier data sets, multilevel optimization may enlarge the error in the low-resolution stages. Fig. 12(d) shows the result of comparison of the optimization algorithms. In Experiment 2, all trials were successful in both algorithms, whereas in Experiment 3, CMA-ES achieved a higher success rate (81%) than Downhill Simplex (76%), a smaller variance (6.9 mm versus 18.9 mm), and showed statistically significant difference in the average error. In Experiment 4, both algorithms showed low success rates (45% and 26%) and CMA-ES showed lower average error . Computation time of the CMA-ES algorithm was nearly double that of the Downhill Simplex.
I. Comparison Between Optimization Algorithms
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel framework for intraoperative image-based 2D/3D registration incorporating fiducial-based C-arm tracking and GPU-acceleration. We have evaluated the accuracy and feasibility of the proposed framework using laboratory experiments varying from an experiment on a gold standard dataset to clinically realistic experiments using cadavers.
The results of Experiment 1 (Table V) showed superior performance of our implementation to the literature in terms of registration time and accuracy, specifically in the GI similarity metric.
Despite clear differences in the DRR quality between the two DRR generation algorithms shown in Fig. 14, Fig. 12(a) suggests that the registration result varies by the target images. As shown in Table I , the fixed images are covered with a black background in Experiment 2 where a plastic bone phantom was used, and the factor that dominates registration results was the edges of the bone, i.e., intensity difference between air and the plastic rather than the detailed texture within the bone. The step length, therefore, did not affect the registration result. In Experiment 3, since soft tissues surrounding the hip covered large parts of the X-ray image, the quality of the DRR defined by the step length affected the registration results [ Fig. 12(a) ] upper graph). Siddon's ray tracing algorithm showed the best result with approximately 5 times increase in computation time when compared to the trilinear interpolation algorithm with step length of 1.5-7.0 mm. In Experiment 4, since we extracted the bone re- gion to enhance the edge of the bone, the step length did not have a large effect on the result, similar to the experiment using plastic bone. The average computation time for one registration trial [red marker in the lower graph of Fig. 12(a) ] decreased as the step length increased in all experiments. Reducing the ray tracing step length to less than 1.5 mm had little effect on the registration quality. We attribute this effect to the fact that the the contrast resolution in the X-ray image (fixed image) was larger than the subtle quality difference in the floating image, which resulted in no improvement in the shape of the objective function. Although DRR generation using double precision arithmetic has the potential to improve quality of the floating image, this level of subtle improvement is unlikely to significantly affect the registration result.
As other researchers have noted (e.g., [12] , [59] , [62] ) the choice of similarity measure has a great impact on the registration result. However, to our knowledge, a decisively versatile similarity measure that works for any type of 2D/3D registration problem has not yet been introduced. Furthermore, several comparative studies have reported inconsistent results. As suggested in previous studies, the performance of the registration is heavily dependent on the application (e.g., anatomical target region) and the quality of both 2D images and 3D volume. In this study, we evaluated GI, MI and NMI for 3 different types of experimental data. We consider that one reason why GI performed superior to MI and NMI was that the smoothing effect by Gaussian gradient suppressed adverse effects by the quantum noise in the X-ray images (fixed images). Also as mentioned in Section III-C-V, MI and NMI suffered from the external object (fiducial fixture device), whereas GI eliminated the distracting effect by taking into account only the pixels that have a large gradient magnitude in both fixed and floating images. Therefore, for our application scenario, the GI approach outperformed the MI and NMI approaches in all experiments.
One additional consideration arises when multiple images are used in one 2D/3D registration trial. Although we can compute the similarity measure for each image pair, the question is how we should merge those similarity measures to establish one objective function for the optimization.
Approaches to remedy this problem can be classified into three categories. The first category is a numerical sum approach [5] , [8] , [10] , [38] , [46] , [63] , where the sum of the similarity measures for each image pair is considered as the objective function to maximize. The next category uses a composite approach [12] , where multiple fixed images and multiple floating images are considered as one large image and one similarity measure between the large images is computed. The last category is an alternating approach [66] , where the similarity measure of only one image pair is used in one iteration of optimization to compute the next estimate. Then the target image pair is changed in the next iteration and repeatedly alternated in successive iterations. In this paper, we used the numerical sum approach. The comparison between those approaches is in the scope of our future research.
The experimental results suggested a significant advantage with the multi level strategy in Experiments 2 and 3. We believe that the reason why Experiment 4 did not show an improvement was due to the inaccuracy caused by the error-prone nature of XRII C-arm.
The statistically significant advantage of CMA-ES in Experiment 3 suggests that robustness of 2D/3D registration in the presence of soft tissue increased by using the CMA-ES algorithm. Whereas in Experiment 4, similar to the previous section, the error due to using XRII dominated the effect of using different optimization algorithms. The difference in computation time was due to the number of function evaluations required by each algorithm, i.e., genetic algorithms generally require more function evaluation. Although our focus in this paper was on the choice of objective function as mentioned in Section III, one of the possible future extensions of the work includes comparative study with other types of optimization methods using the first-order derivative of the objective functions. A comparative analysis could assess the trade-off between increasing the optimization efficiency using gradient information, versus the additional computation time of computing the gradient at each optimization step. The first order derivative of MI and NMI was derived in [67] . For GI, for which it is hard to derive an analytical form of the first order derivative, finite difference based approaches can be employed.
The larger average error (2.04 mm) despite the small standard deviation (0.85 mm) in Experiment 4 implies that the majority of registration trials converged to a similar position which was different from the ground truth. This suggests that part of the error might be the result of error in the ground truth registration. One Table I ).
potential source of error is the movement of the fiducial with respect to the femur bone between preoperative CT scanning and the intraoperative X-ray capturing during the transportation process of the specimen from diagnostic CT to the operating table.
Tracking of the patient movement is an unavoidable requirement in any type of IGS system unless a decent (sometimes invasive) patient fixation device (e.g., head clamp, screw-type leg fixation device) is used. Depending on the types of patient fixation, we can consider a looser fixation using a small thin bone screw or noninvasive fixation, such as attachment to the patient's skin or to the patient fixation device.
While it was feasible to fixate the hybrid fiducial to the bone using a small bone pin in our experiments, as an alternative approach, we may consider that the fast computation time achieved by the proposed framework offers a possibility of repeating registration as the need arises (i.e., right before each important step in the surgery, provided that the patient's target organ does not move during the procedure). This may eliminate the need for attaching the fiducial tightly to the bone.
Nevertheless, we consider the size and weight of our current fiducial and the fixation device (which required a relatively large incision and tight fixation to the bone) to be a limitation of our current implementation that must undergo design optimization before application in a clinical environment. Future work will include exploring the optimal design of the fiducial structure, with special attention to size and weight. As is the case with most IGS systems, patient tracking with a less invasive fiducial fixation is an important consideration in clinical application.
Although our experiment was targeted to an orthopaedic surgery application, we believe the methods reported here can be applied to broader applications of image-based registration including craniomaxillofacial surgery, neurosurgery, and dentistry.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrated the 2D/3D registration framework using fiducial-based pose estimation and GPU-acceleration. By combining the C-arm tracking and intensity-based 2D/3D registration, we achieved an intraoperative image-based multiview registration using a conventional non-motorized C-arm. As a result of extensive experimental validations, it has been shown that the intraoperative registration using 2 X-ray images could be completed within about 15 s with reasonable accuracy and robustness without manual preoperative processing. Based on the analysis described, the registration was performed most effectively when using GI as the similarity metric, Siddon's ray tracing algorithm, and the CMA-ES algorithm with coarse-to-fine multilevel approach for optimization. The trilinear interpolation ray tracing algorithm improves the computation time while slightly sacrificing the registration accuracy.
In summary, we believe that the integrated framework proposed here addresses the key barriers that have precluded clinical use of image based registration, and the potential to enable routine use of minimally-invasive intensity-based 2D/3D registration.
